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Thurday, April 10, 1986

Our Tenth Year

The Image of Fairfield

Dith Pran of "Killing Fields" to speak Tuition up!
Commencement address to Grads of '86
Dith Pran, New York Times photographer and survivor of the Khmer Rouge
terror whose life was depicted in the film
The Killing Fields, has been chosen as the
speaker at commencement on Sunday,May
18. Honorary doctorate of human letters
degrees will be awarded to Pran, as well
as to Dr. Robert Coles, professor of psychiatry and medical humanities at Harvard
University, and the Reverend William A.
Wallace, O.P., director general of the Leonine Commission and professor of history
of science and philosophy at Catholic
University.
Dith Pran was working for the New York
Times, as an assistant to reporter Sydney
Schanberg, when the Khmer Rouge overran Cambodia in 1975. His family was
evacuated and Pran was left behind,as he
Continued, on page 2
Dith Pran, the 1986 Commencement Speaker

Quinn named WVOF station manager
by Andrew Hunt
Tom Quinn, a Class of 1987 Economics
major, became Station Manager of WVOF
88.5 on Tuesday evening April 1. Quinn
began his career at VOF as a Freshman,
doing news broadcasts. He joined the station at the first Operation Paticipation Fair.

In Quinn's Sophomore year he bacame Assistant News Director and then proceeded
on to Program Director in his Junior year.
As Station Manager, Quinn plans on "getting VOF into the minds of the students."
His main goal is to make the station worth
Fairfield Students' while. Quinn is very en-

News Briefs

by Stephen J. Humes

Boswell to discuss AIDS early
The Humanities Institute and the School
of Nursing will sponsor a talk by Dr. John
Boswell, Professor of History, Yale
University. The talk, entitled "Lepers Ancient and Modern: AIDS in a Social Context", will be held Wednesday, April 16,
3:30 p.m. in the School of Nursing Auditorium. All members of the university community are invited.
Dr. Boswell will be lecturing at 8:00 p.m.
that evening in the series "Intolerance: Four
Perspectives." The title of his lecture is The
Establishment of Social Values and the Oppression of Gay People."
Laser printer incident resolved
According to Fr. Lawrence W. O'Neill,
S.J., director of the Career Planning
Center, the laser printer will be made available for students who have their resumes
already processed on disks. The equipment
will be available from now until April 16.
Only one copy per student may be printed,
and the hours are restricted from 1:30 to
4:30 p.m.
O'Neil has made arrangements with
Xerographies of 1275 Post Road, Fairfield,
to have many copies reproduced.
Fellowship conducts survey
A survey was conducted by the Christian Fellowship, a special-interest club led
by Amanda Kelly '87, which asked the
question "If you could ask God one question what would it be?". 121 people
responded to the survey. 34 people wanted
to know why there is suffering in the world.
9 people asked, "Why was I born?". 5 people inquired on the meaning of life.
This survey will be followed up by a discussion with Jim Park, a representative
from Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship in
the Hartford area. The discussion is slated

thused and excited about the 1986-87 year
and his staff. He will work closely with
them to provide a full spectrum of music.
Quinn hopes to get the student's input along
with his staffs ideas.
There is a lot of work behind each voice
that goes on the air. Quinn stressed that a
little care goes far and makes that voice
work. He pledged to use that care "to get
VOF to become a preset on Fairfield
University's radio dial."

for Wednesday, April 16, at 7:00 p.m. in
the Bannow 3rd Floor Faculty Lounge.
History club to show film
The history honor society, Phi Alpha
Theta, and the History Club will present a
film, The Aliens Place, on Monday, April
14th, at 7:30 p. m., in the Nursing Auditorium. The film, a personal exploration by
the Dutch Jewish filmmaker Rudolf van den
Berg, asks the question "What does it mean
to be Jewish?" It has been described as a
moving study of the relations between personal identity, history and contemporary
politics.
Dr. Ronald Kiener, Associate Professor
of Religion at Trinity College, Hartford,
who is an expert in Jewish and Islamic
studies, will comment upon the film and
lead a discussion.

New officers were elected to Student
Legislature on April third. The Student
Legislature voted for five new officers.
The new president elected was Pete Fay.
Philip Treacy was elected vice-president;
Jean Halloran was elected secretary; treasurer is Tony Minnefor; Kathy Lenox is
director of correspondence. All the officers

Alpha Sigma Nu Selects Candidates
Members from the Class of 1987 have
recently been named to the candidates list
for Alpha Sigma Nu, the National Jesuit
Honor Society. This year's pool of candidates consists of 29 people from the various schools.
Among those from the College of Arts
and Sciences are Deborah Bacchieri, Geraldine Cramer, Jeffrey Daly, Katherine Demeri, Paula DiGiovanni, Laura Dix'
Paul Dudzik, Patrick Fitzgerald, Tatiana
Foroud, Peter Gabos, Denise Graziano,
Robert Hickey, Patricia Jarzabek, Brian
Machler, Sharon Millstein, Robert Patrignelli, Peter Pronovost, John Russoto, Carolyn Shea, Stephanie Stiefel, Michael
Voytek and Honora Willcutts.
Those from the School of Business include Carole Kearney, John Masselli, Alan
Minieri, Joseph Murphy, Paul Terreri and
Kelly Tormey.
From the School of Nursing, Stacey
Everett has been selected as a candidate.

[Editor's note: This article concludes a
three-part series on minority recruitment
and retention problems.]
As part of a plan to increase campus understanding of minority issues from a scholarly perspective, the university has
established a program to recruit black scholars to conduct meetings and lectures, said
the newly-appointed assistant academic
vice-president.
Thomas J. Savage, S.J., who was appointed as assistant to Christopher F.
Mooney, S.J., academic vice-president, in
January, released a letter to the university
community on March 4. His letter announced that a Visiting Black Scholars
Committee had been formed, and that the
search was on to find two black scholars
a semester to conduct lectures, and meetings with classes and student organizations.
According to Savage, the seven-member
committee includes four professors, two adContinued on page 2

by Joseph Draper
Full-time tuition will increase in the
1986-87 academic year. In its March
meeting, the Board of Trustees reviewed
the proposals and voted for the increases. The classes of 1989 and 1990
will be charged $7,550 as opposed to the
current $6,900. For the classes of 1987
and 1988 the cost is now $7,350 from
$6,700. Also, room and board will increase from $3,730 to $4,050, townhouse rentals go from $2,730 to $3,150
and the General University Fee goes up
from $10 to $170.
In his letter to the student body, Father
Kelley addresses the causes for the raising of tuition: "Many significant factors,
such as faculty and staff salaries, financial aid, library acquisition, scientific
equipment and deferred maintenance
continue to be high priority items and
must be addressed in our budgeting
process."
Elaborating further, Father Kelley
points out that there is a gap between
what students pay and what the real cost
of a Fairfield education is; "on the average about $1,500 this year." For the
classes of 1989 through 1992 modest adjustments will be made.
Also tied to the tuition increase is a
committment to fund "some of the
recommendations contained in the
University Planning Committee's
Report." This was a group established
two years ago which handed in its
recommendations recently on how to improve the University in four areas: Jesuit
and Catholic nature of the University,
academic life, quality of student life and
institutional resources.

Legislature president elected
by Kathryn King

Black Scholar
program planned
by Stephen J. Humes

were sworn in on April third, according to
Fay.
Chris Ritchie, director of government,
said these officers and legislators who are
not graduating or moving to cabinet positions are part of the summer session. The
summer session goes until October when
39 new legislators will be elected by the student body.
The summer session will be taking care
of emergency legislation and the fall concert. Fay says he still has to appoint three
committee chairpersons of government
operations, judiciary committee, and the
appropriations committee. Seniors are now
resigning their positions and Fay needs to
appoint new people. He says he will probably take applications for the committee
chair positions/Meetings of student legislature are held every Thursday at 7:30 in
the Faculty Dining Room. All students are
welcome to attend but they cannot vote unless they are legislators.
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Grad Speaker
Continued from page 1

saved Schanberg's life, when the Americans
departed.Pran survived by pretending to be
uneducated and escaped in 1979.
Dr. Robert Coles, who is widely known
for his research on how politics and war effect children and their moral values, has
been working recently in Northern Ireland
and South Africa. He is the author of 800
articles and more than 35 books including
the five-volume Children of Crisis and The
Moral Life of Children. In addition he has
served as consultant to the Appalachian
Volunteers since 1965 and to the Southern
Regional Council on the Psychiatric
Aspects of Desegregation.
Reverend William A. Wallace, O.P. has
published six volumes of the Leonine Edition of the works of St. Thomas Aquinas
since 1976 and has written 230 articles and
10 books. His latest book, published last
year, entitled Galileo and His Sources, is
considered the first comprehensive book
about how the Jesuits influenced Galileo

, s

* ***::

/
Dr. Robert Coles.

The Commencement ceremonies will be
held at 10:30 a.m. at the Bellarmine Terrace to award bachelor's degrees to 735 un-

Reverend William A. Wallace

dergraduates and master's degrees and
certificates of advanced studies to 200
graduate students. The Baccalaureate Mass

will be celebrated the previous day,Saturday, May 17, at 4 p.m. at Bellarmine
Terrace.

Machiavelli and Grotius debate the Law tonight at 8

Black scholars to speak
Whittingham, assistant director of admisContinued from page 1
ministrators, and a student. The represen- sions, wrote a proposal he and David Flynn,
tatives have prepared a list of black scholars dean of admissions submitted to the acain many disciplines. In addition, the univer- demic vice-president. Mazon of Student
sity is advertising in The Chronicle of Services constructed plans for retention
Higher Education, the national publication programs he submitted to William P.
for higher educators, in order to invite black Schimpf, vice-president of Student Servscholars to apply to speak here. The com- ices. Both proposals agree that they cannot
mittee plans to arrange two lectures a be treated independently of the other.
semester. Savage said.
The Visiting Black Scholars Program is
Savage's announcement came at a time one of the efforts Mazon felt would help
when administrators in several areas of the to increase cultural awareness on campus,
university are studying the reasons why and it would serve as a role model for
minority students rarely come to Fairfield, minority students. Mazon's study identified
and when they do, the transfer faster, ac- some of the reasons minorities don't stay
cording to statistics released by Larri at Fairfield: low financial aid, institutional
Mazon, director of Student Academic Sup- racism, low GPAs, lack of support servport Services. The transfer rate for minori- ices, and general feelings of isolation.
ties is 47 percent. However, the rate for
Administrators in Student Services and
majority students is currently 27 percent. under the division of Academics say they
Admissions evaluated how they could will continue to study the problem, and folchange recruitment strategies in order to low the mandates of the Board of Trustees
bring more minorities to Fairfield. Michael that they work to improve campus diversity.

BOOS

CHEERS

Italy's renaissance politician, Machiavelli, and Holland's founder of modern international law, Hugo Grotius, will "meet" in
debate, Thursday, April 10, at 8 PM, at the
Sisters of Notre Dame in Fairfield. In a program combining political analysis with outstanding concert artistry, the celebration's
organizers, Ruth Steinkraus Cohen, of
Westport, and Professor Edward Dew, of
Fairfield University, promise a colorful
commemoration of Grotius' 403rd birthday.
The principal speaker is William T.R.
Fox, Bryce Professor Emeritus of the History of International Relations at Columbia University. Professor Fox, a prolific
writer and frequent advisor to the State
Department from the early days of the Cold
War, will take up the gauntlet for
Machiavelli and the calculus of power in
international affairs. He will be seconded
in the "duel" by Charles E. Robbins, retired
managing editor of the Wall Street Journal,
and Martha Aasen, of the United Nations
Department of Public Information.
Defending the rule of law in world affairs will be Wilbur Miller, President of the
Stamford Forum for World Affairs, Profes-

sor Albert Schmidt of the University of
Bridgeport Law School, and a representative of the United Nations Secretariat, as
yet to be announced.
Featured attraction in the program will
be the outstanding Dutch concert artists
Pieter Wispelwey and Frans Mol, performing music for cello and piano. Mr. Wispelwey currently holds a Rotary International
Foundation Fellowship at the Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, New York.
The evening is co-sponsored by the Committee to Commemorate the Birthday of
Hugo Grotius, the Program for International Relations at Fairfield University, and the
United Nations Associations of Connecticut
and Bridgeport.
"Machiavelli and Grotius-Alive and
Kicking in 1986" will be held in the Chapel
at the Sisters of Notre Dame, adjoining the
campus of Fairfield University, at 8PM,
Thursday, April 10, 1986. There is no admission charge, and Dutch refreshments
will be served. For further information, call
Ruth Steinkraus Cohen, 227-2253, or Edward Dew, 259-2646.

Glee Club continues tradition
Spring has arrived and another springtime Fairfield tradition is about to take
place. I am speaking of none other than the
Fairfield University Glee Club "Klein Concert". The big event will take place in the
Klein Memorial Auditorium in Bridgeport
on April 12. Tickets can be bought from
any Glee Club member or can be ordered
from Fr. Cardoni.
This year's Klein Concert promises to be
an outstanding finale to a year of successful singing ventures in the great tradition
of the Glee Club. The Glee Club was founded in 1947 during the first year of the

University's existence and has been living
up to Stag standards of performance ever
since. The Glee Club was founded by Rev.
John P. Murray, S.J. and Mr. Simon
Harak, who both passed away during the
70's. Every year, the Klein Concert is held
in their memory.
„ ■
The vivacity of the Glee Club not, only
comes from the high energy levels of the
singers but also from the sparkling talent
of the Musical Director, Mr. LaMedica.
Mr. LaMedica has been director of the Fairfield Glee Club since 1971. He is a native
Continued on page 5
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APIZZA CENTER &«.
Welcomes Fairfield University

Boos to the Barney machine for being
temporarily out of order again. . . Boos to
CBT for not fixing it, and boos to the Campus Center for not insisting that tbe banking system works all the time.. .to the poor
attendance at the Max Weinberg lecture. . .to the pastry machine for serving
potato chips instead of pastries... to the
lack of things to boo this week... Boos to
maintenance for not removing the dead cat
from Bannow 2 men's room ceiling. . .after all,its only-bee-n-rotting there-for twoyears ...

Cheers to Brian Flaherty,Tim
Downey,Caroline Flynn and Terrence
Tangney.the organizers of 400
Nights.. .We know this critical party tradition is in good hands. . to Jeff Ford, Ray
Martinelli, and F.U.S.A. for bringing
Mighty Max Weinberg to Fairfield. . it
was a fantastic Art/Lecture presentation. . .to Tuesday's International Club dinner for adding a touch of culture to campus
cuisine... to one fantastic party
weekend. .. from the rugby match to quiche
and kegs to the Rodents to the Bottomline
and-late-night at- Kiley's House-the Beach
came alive with Spring Fever.. .

10% DISCOUNT on all Pizza &
Grinders with School ID
Daily Specials, Beer and Wine
116 Post Rd.

255-1596

■■■>.
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Editorials
Tuition Increase
This week, students and parents received a letter from Aloysius P. Kelley,
university president, which outlined the tuition increase for "86-'87 and urged
support for higher educational funding in the government sector.
Most interesting is the fact that tuition for freshmen and sophmores will be
$200 more than tuition for juniors and seniors. And yet, all four classes will
be receiving the same education.
As the letter explains, rising costs in education, and falling federal financial
aid are the most significant factors involved in the need to raise tuition. What
the letter does not clearly state, however, is the reasons why half of Fairfield
University students are being charged more than the other half, for the same
product.
According to the letter, "a decision was made last year for a modest adjustment for each incoming class..." This means the university decided to start the
levying process with a group of students who have not yet arrived, and continue
by charging more for four consecutive years.
But the discrepency lies here, on campus, where all four classes learn in the
same buildings and use the same university facilities.
The Mirror recognizes the care with which this decision Was made. The Board
of Trustees is charging a fare price for the quality education they are delivering.
Moreover, the Mirror understands the University Planning Committee's fourtiered report, with its financing needs. The bottom line is that the university must
charge more money in order to continue to advance the quality of education —
to continue the university quest for excellence.
But, our primary concern, is that a clear explaination be given to the students
and the parents. Why is it fair to charge some students more for the same thing?
The president and Board of Trustees must explain their decision to the students. And all students who currently attend Fairfield University should find
out where their tuition dollars are being spent, and why some are charged more
for the same thing.

Further Hoop Scoop
Dear Editor:
In your paper, last year at this time I personally challenged Father A. Kelley to take
full presidential responsibility for the wonloss record of this year's Stag basketball
team. Father Kelley wisely ignored my
ridiculous suggestion and then hired Coach
Mitch Buonaguro from the national champion Villanova team. The rest as they say
is Stag history. The Stags were 24-7 with
a MAAC title and a MAAC tournament
championship and an NCAA bid. Congratulations are in order for Father Kelley,
Coach B. and the great Stag Basketball
team.
My team, on the other hand, the Doctors
of Dunk —the faculty intramural basketball
team finished at 1 win 3 defeats under my
coaching. We failed to make the playoffs.
I have some excuses like old age, injuries,
recruits leaving teaching for banking, and
players missing games because their wife
is having a baby. We still lost.
Therefore, as part owner of the franchise,
I am firing myself as Doctors of Dunk coach
after serving eight years. I am naming the
great Phil "the"Lane, economics professor
and Larry Bird imitator as new coach for

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-C'hief
Managing Editor
Associate Editors

JnM'pi T. Draper

Vlilivsa Campanclli
Lisa Boync
David Wunsch
Robin Kingston
Politics
Andrew Hunt
Features
Arts and Entertainment;; "^.Robert Amoroso
Asst. Sports y^^'M ■V /^NPaul Fabbri
Gareth Charter
Photograph}
Aodfea .5f8mijchou.se
Frank-Locke
Graphics
Editorial Page
Mlrirtittw Vfcirphy
BUSINESS SfAfi|
Sam Fail lace
Advertising Managei'
Business Manager |^m^ K<!iv§anftipielro
Public Relations
Liufu Malerba
Production Manager
Leigh Dancnberg
Editor Emeritus f
f^ujpjysnj 'Humes

Doctors of Dunk. In keeping with Fairfield
University's commitment to excellence in
all fields, the faculty basketball team adopts
a slogan something like "'BACK on TRACK
in the MAAC." Next year, "We, the
FACULTY, will try to win LEAGUE C."
Moreover, if we reach the championship
game (please don't hold your breath on this
one) I will ask Father Kelley to Coach our
team in the big game, because I have to admit that he knows more about winning
basketball programs than I do. Once again,
congratulations go to the Stags and good
luck to Coach Lane.
Sincerely, Dr. John Orman
John Orman, Politics Department

Thursday
• Student Legislature meeting
Faculty Meeting Room 7:30 p.m.
• Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30
. p.m.
• Pi Mu Epsilon meeting
McEleney Room 11:30 p.m.
• Faith and Justice meeting
Bannow Faculty Lounge 7:30 p.m.
• Social Planning Policy survey
C.C. Lobby Lunch/Dinner
• Psi Chi meeting B254 7 p.m.
• Pep Band meeting J25 7 p.m.
• Baseball vs. UCONN Alumni Field
3 p.m.

Inside Student Legislature
by Fran Reed

Last Thursday. April 3. 1986, the StuaJent Legislature held their elections for
officers for the 1986-87 academic year. The
elections were held for five positions and
the winners were as follows: Kathy Lennox was elected Director of Correspondence, Jean Halloran for Secretary, the new
treasurer is Tony Minnefor, Phil Treaty
was elected Vice President, and Pete Fay
is the new Legislature President. Congratulations and good luck to them all!
This past year was an extremely prosperous one for the Student Legislature, so
many people worked hard and so much was
accomplished. In the F.U.S.A. Constitution, the Legislature is one of the three coequal branches; the others being the Execu-

tive and Judicial. Never before though, had
it assumed fully the powers vested in it; this
year marked a turning point. The foundations were laid for successive years to build
upon. Pete and his officers have a long,
tough road ahead of them, but with strong,
confident leadership, next year can be
Legislatures' best year.
It is so important to remember that if you
have a problem with some aspect of the
university, a question, or a potential solution to a problem, please go first to your
Legislature Representative. We are your
elected, direct voice to the administration
on campus. The Legislature is the only officially recognized student law-making body
on campus; we can and will fight for your
rights.

Clearing the Record
Dear Editor:
In your March 27, 1986 Issue, you
released an article "Politics Club Goes to
Washington." As officers of the Latin
American Studies Club and members of the
delegation which went to Washington, we
would like to correct your article.
From March 16-21, 1986 the Latin
American Studies Club took part in the
Seventh Model Organization of American
States, held in Washington. Ten club members, making up five committees, took part
in this assembly. The following students,
in order of committee preference, participated in this model: Kenneth Mastroni,
Kenneth O'Keffe, Keith Krom, Jorge
Chiluisa, Kim Fusco, Michael Porazinski,
David Rinaldi, Kathy Lenox, Charles
McCarthy, and Patricia Bosco. This delegation represented the country of Suriname,
and was under the moderation of Dr. Edward Dew of the Politics Department, a

Friday
Women's Chorale Spring Concert
Gonzaga Aud. 8 p.m.
UMOJA film Nursing Aud. 7 p.m.
Men's Basketball Banquet
Oakroom 6 p.m.

respected authority upon the politics of
Suriname.
This trip to Washington marked the club's
second year of participation in the Models
oftheO.A.S. In these two years, underthe
moderation of Dr. Marie Panicoofthc Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program, the Latin American Studies Club has
established a strong reputation amongst the
circle of competitive schools which have
participated in these Models over the years.
We understand that "to err is human", yet
we also adhere to the cliche of "giving credit
where credit is due." The text of the article
of March 27, 1986 is correct, we just wish
to correct your mistaken naming of which
club participated.
k
Thank you,
Keith Krom, English, '86
President
Kathy Lenox, Spanish, '88
Secretary

12

Saturday

• Admis sion Open House '86
Oakro Dm, Gonzaga Aud.,
Nursin g Aud. All Day
• Men's Glee Club Spring Concert
Klein / Auditorium 7:30 p.m.
• Leade rship Weekend

M IRROR
Ciimpus
Ciilendar
i jy Denise Graziano

Sunday
Admissions Open House All Day
FUSA Leadership seminars Faculty
Dining/Meeting Rooms All Day
Women's Basketball Banquet
Faculty Dining Room 6 p.m.

'&

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor.
Telephone-254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct - 255-8802. Layout every Sunday night. Ad
deadline Friday afternoon. The Mirror is published every Thiirvrl-" (faring the academic year,
with special In...,i oil • i .< I monthly on Mondays by The rairlleM Mirror. Inc. All rights
reserved. Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.

Give others a chance

Dear Editor:
This Friday the Fairfield University Alumni Association honors the University Basketball team. While it is gratifying to see the Alumni Association honor the "Stags" for
a great season and NCAA selection, one wonders why other University teams are never
so honored.
Is it because winning is so important or is it because somehow basketball is more important? Isn't it about time that all the athletes who give so much to the University be
equally honored? It is time for all athletes to be treated equally and the Alumni Association whose membership includes players on all University teams should lead the way.
Sincerely. Joseph G. Grassi
Professor of Philosophy and Tennis Coach

Monday
Hands Across America Drive
C.C. Lobby. Lunch
Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
Mirror meeting Bannow
Faculty Lounge 7 p.m

Tuesday
• FUSA Leadership Banquet
Oakroom 6 PM.
• Glee Club Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 p.m.
• Senior Week Kickoff
C.C. Lobby, Lunch

16 Wednesday
• Huma nities Institute presents
Dr Co rnell West in the third of the
Intoler ance lecture series
Oakro Dm 8 p.m.
• Peer C lounselor meeting
N214 1 3 p.m.
• Chora e Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
• FUSA movie "The Graduate"
Gonza ga Aud. 9:15 p.m
• Baseb all vs. St. Francis
Alumn Field 3:30 p.m.
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Politics
Review of Jailed for Peace
by Mary E. Murphy

Steve Kohn's book. Jailed For Peace,
confronts and challenges Americans with
the reality that peace is a choice. For most
American males, conscription to the military has been a matter of habit, not a conscious decision that has been well informed.
Kohn opens our eyes tolhe powerful historic image of individuals who have in fact
chosen "No," to the military draft.
"Jacob Wortsman, a socialist objector,
bluntly informed the officers at his courtmartial:
'I cannot accept military service in any
capacity or perform work of any sort under compulsion. . .We cannot propogate
our ideas by killing those who do not agree
with us and by cowing a nation into submission ... I remain firm by my conviction
and will suffer any length of incarceration
and any amount of persecution in preference to submitting to a violation of my principJes.' "

(Jailed For Peace, p. 26)
We have done great injustice to the youth
of this country in only telling them half the
story with regards to the militarty draft. As
Mr. Kohn points out, "Prior to the publication of Jailed for Peace, a complete study
of draft resistance has yet to appear." Indeed, in terms of high school curriculum
and offerings, we have indeed taught a great
deal by not teaching anything with regards
to the history of draft resistance in this
country.
Young men today do not perceive peace
as a choice. Rather, they perceive military
enlistment as the only path that one may
seek. This is both misleading and unfair.
Any 18 year old who registers for the draft
should realize both sides of the story. We
owe them Kohn's historic documentation of
individuals who have chosen "No,". .. who
have chosen peace. Their story, as offered
by Mr. Kohn, is not simply a story of
despair, but a creative story whose energies are still with us, and provide us with

Bike Aid '86
by Lisa Boyne

What are you doing this summer? Will
you be flipping burgers for bucks, working on your tan, or will you just be attributing to an early case of scirosis of your liver?
Maybe you have nothing planned for the
summer and would like to make this an exciting summer. Are you a man (or woman)
without a cause? Would you like a cause?
How about developing countries? Perhaps
you've had enough of Live Aid and you hate
songs which you can not tell who is singing. If not and you're kind of into worthy
causes, then you would like to give 'Bike
Aid' a try and pedal for progress this
summer.
Bike Aid is sponsored by the members
of the Overseas Development Network and
was established for students and other community members who want to help raise
money for developing countries. Each bike

will solicit enough sponsors and hometown
support to raise between $ 1000 and $5000,
with an expected goal of $ 1 million dollars
raised from the entire project.
Bike Aid '86 will begin this year on June
16 in Seattle, Washington. The route will
continue on to Portland, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Houston, Tampa, and Washington, where there will be television coverage, and end in New York at the United
Nations on August II. The entire trip
covers 3300 miles throughout the country.
Interested individuals can write to: Bike
Aid '86, P.O. Box 2306, Stanford, CA
94305(riders should include $5 for registration). Participation to Bike Aid would not
only help in contributing to developing
countries, but will enable you to see the
country by bike. Discount bicycles and
return airfares arc also available for participants.

Receive a Formal Style for a Formal Evening at Dogwoods
Mon.
Tues.
Fri.

9-5:30

Sat.
Wed.
Thurs.

9-8

259-1649
26 SHERMAN CT
BEHIND THE FAIRFIELD
STORE

a bright and fruitful possibility of peace for
the future.
In the concise 143 pages, Kohn outlines
the historic and philosophical development
of draft resistance in this country. He brings
to light both the failures and successes of
individuals who have made the difficult decision to abide by their beliefs and convictions, and exercise the right to freedom of
conscience so valued in this country. Their
struggles, as presented by Mr. Kohn, have
a lot to teach us of what real strength and
courage is all about.
It is spring time again. Selective Service
posters are making their way into halls of
most secondary schools. Kohn's book
challenges us not to allow our young men

to blindly walk down the halls of military
conscription. The history of draft registers
reminds each of them that whatever they
decide, they are making a choice. And, contrary to what may have been believed in the
past, there are histories to both sides of that
choice; not only the glorious war stories,
but the glorious stories of peace. Jailedfor
Peace: Tlie History- ofAmerican Draft Law
Violators, 1658-1985 is written by Stephen
M. Kohn. A Greenwood Press book, it sells
for $29.95.
Editor's Note

Ms. Murphy is currently a graduate student at Fairfiald University and teacher at
Fairfield Preparatory school.

A look into '88 Election
by Robin Kingston

Though it seems a long way off, the 1988
Presidential election is beginning to come
into full swing. Republicans and Democrats
are looking for that perfect person to become the next U.S. leader.
With Ronald Reagan finishing out his second term, Republicans hope to find a candidate that can ride on the coattails of
Reagan's popularity. George Bush is the obvious favorite to carry on the Reagan legacy. As the Vice President for the past two
Republican terms in the White House, he
has expanded the responsibilities of the position, becoming one of the foremost U.S.
representatives at international events. The
question is whether or not George Bush can
follw on the Reagan wave. Whether one is
pro- or anti-Reagan, one must admit that
he will be a tough act to follow.
Democrats are hoping for a successful
recovery in the 1988 election. In 1984, the

party was damaged by Walter Mondale's
connections with the Carter administration
and Geraldine Ferraro's husband's possible
ties to organized crime. Democrats need to
find a dynamic vote-getter who will help
to unify the party and pose a strong
challenge to the Republican Reagan II. With
many Democrats becoming Reagan followers within the past few years, it is questionable whether this is possible.
So who are the most likely candidates for
both parties in 1988? George Bush, Jack
Kemp, Bill Bradley, Mario Cuomo and
Gary Hart are predicted to be in the running. Teddy Kennedy has already announced, though, that he will not be
running.
It may be more approprite to call the '88
election a three-ring circus. Only in the
United States could a Vice President, a state
governor and a former presidential hoeful
run against a quaterback and a basketball
star in the hopes of leading a nation.

NOTICE!

QE2 SIANDBY E\RETO EUROPE-NOW $649
This standby fare provides a
berth in a room for four (we'll
find traveling companions for
you). Or, for $749, sail in a
minimum-grade room for two.
This limited offer is subject to
withdrawal without prior
notice and may not be combined with any other offer.
Rate does not include taxes or

airfare. Confirmation will be
given three weeks prior to sailing; a $100 deposit is required
with your request. For details,
see your travel agent or write:
Cunard, Box 2935, Grand
Central Station, New York,
NY 10163.
QUEEN ELIZABETH 2
Lflsi* of the Great Superliners.

QE2 registered in Great Britain.

e CUNARD 1986

Precision • Cutting, Perming & Coloring
Expert • Nail and Make-up Application

SUMMER SESSION
AT
MATTATUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Excellence in Education
8-Week Session, 2 Days per Week
June 2 - July 24, 1986
4-Week Session, 4 days per week
June 2 - June 27, June 30 - July 25
Call 575-8011/8040 for brochure
Mattatuck Community College
CNVR Higher Education Center
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708

QUEEN ELIZABETH 2 ■ SAGAFJORD ■ VISTAFJORD • CUNARD COUNTESS • CUNARD PRINCESS

MARKET RESEARCH PROJECT

$$ EARN EXTRA MONEY $$
• Start Immediately
• Excellent opportunity for students
to gain valuable experience.
• Set your own hours.
GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME
Growing firm in Stamford needs your help with
many ongoing projects for telephone survey work.
No expericence necessary.
CALL NOW! BRING A FRIEND
853-4457
71 East Avenue

Stivers Temporary Personnel, Inc.
Norwalk, CT
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Glee Club...
Continued from page 2

Interested in Student Court?

Pick up an Application
today in the
F.U.S.A. Office
Applications due no later than
Monday, April 14th

of New York and now resides in Rockville
Center, New York. He has long been the
musical director at the Cathedral Church
of St. Agnes in his hometown. Mr. LaMedica studied conducting under Paul Zukas,
Theodore Maier. and Joseph Smith.
Through the club's dedication, Mr. LaMedica's many years of studying seem to have
paid off.
The members of the Glee Club come
from different backgrounds and have different interests. Yet, they share one thing in
common- they enjoy singing. In addition
to the opportunity to use or develop one's
musical abilities, the Glee Club provides
an excellent opportunity to make good
friends and an opportunity for travel.
There are two special singing groups within the Glee Club itself. One group is the
Campus Ministrels who sing novelty numbers such as the Beatles' "She Loves You,
Yea, Yea, Yea". They make the music a
I ittle more theatrical. The other special singing group is The Bensonians. They sing in
harmony "barbershop" style.
There is also another special musical
group in the Glee Club. This is none other
than the club's very own rock group.
Broken Bottles. They have played for Fairfield students in the Stag-Her Inn as well
as for the club for our "after-concert" parties. They bring excitement and enthusiasm
to every Glee Club event.
The Glee Club has had an exciting and
successful year with overnight trips to
Boston and Philadelphia and concerts in
places as prestigious as St. Patrick's
Cathedral. This year's Klein Concert
promises to be an exhilarating conclusion
to this eventful year. The music will range
from "Ave Maria" to "What Shall We Do
With a Drunken Sailor". For those who
need transportation, busses will leave from
Loyola Hall shortly before the concert. So,
don't miss this year's Klein Concert of the
Glee Club on April I2th!

$

You Can Earn 8/hour!
Part-time Work
Loading/Unloading
j
Monday thru Friday
I
Female or Male
CIP
1
Stratford or Norwalk "^ \

12:00 p.m.-4:00 pm
-in on
IU:OU

o on n ™

p.m.-^i.oU a.m.

5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

4:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m.

A

.

.

^APP'Y'" P^son at:
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

• 1010 HONEYSPOT ROAD, STRATFORD, CT
MONDAYS FROM: 930-1100AM
AND
1:30-4:00 P.M.

UM ITED 9f\RCEL SERVICE
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DOONESBURY
Doonesbury week of Feb 10th
L ISTEN. WHY DON'T YOU JOIN
US TONIGHT, OKAY? J.J.'S
OPENING HER LAVATORY SHOW
DOWN HERE AT CLUB STOP N'
BOP.

ADOWNTOmSHOW
ypc r
ALREADY? NOT BAD
SUPPOSE
FOR A SUET, PONY-njfijS
TAILEDIIKTERCOLORIST' JUJ^

UNFORTUNATELY, SUES
NOW A SPIKE-HAIRED,
ALBINO ENVIRONMENTALPESIGNER.

fiefiffp
igf$
a,™
i

YOU SEE, MICHAEL. WHILE
ITDBEGREATTOSEU.A
FEW PIECES TONIGHT, WE
MAIN THING IS TO GET PICKED
UP BY A MAJOR GALLERY.

AFTERTHAT.lfSJUSTAMATTEROf
COLLECTOR EXPOSURE. WHEN YOUR
DEALERSEU.SAWORKBYANESTABUSHED ARTIST, HE THROtUS IN ONE
0FY0URST06ETY0URNAMEAR0LW
IT'S CALLED COAT-TAIL CAREERING

WITHIN A MATTER OF WEEKS,
YOUVE GOT-PROSPECTIVEBUYERS
FROM MAJOR MUSELKS COMING
TOWURSIWIOTOWATCHYOUR
PAINTINGS WHILE THEY DRY.

^r^r(S8&&a^zL.
ALIMO' OFCOLKSE'IT'SIMYOU ORPORTANT TO ARRIVE
PEREP
IN STYLE, MIKE THE
7
AUMO
STRUGGLING ARTIST
' -i
/ THING IS

J.J..WE
CAN'T
AFFORP
HMOS.

MIKE, VM PAYING
FOR IT FROM MY
SAVINGS. ITS AN
INVESTMENT IN MY
.CAREER'

WHERE
IMA'AM'

SO CIRCLE THE
BUT. BUT
BLOCKi YOU TWO
MATS RIGHT ARE DENSE. WE'RE
ACROSSTHE NOT TALKING
STREET
TRANSPORTATION
HERBl\

CLUB STOP
'N'BOP. ITS
ON AVENUE

ISN'T IT AN
INTERESTING
LOOK' HE'S
MYGUy'

YOU LOOK
GREAT, TOO,
MAN. TOTALLY
RETRO-NERO.
1

&h
wBr-'-" — i*

. ^B,

^■^ ''

j

MIKE, ItTME EXPLAIN ABOUT
THELIMO. TOR AN ARTIST
TODAY, ITS A FORM OF PRE
SUCCESS, OFPOSI HONING.

\

A 6ENERATI0N AGO, THE AVANTGARDE WAS 20 YEARS AHEAPOF
THE MAINSTREAM. TODAY, IT'S
FIVEMINUTES ART HAPPENS SO
QUICKLY NOW, IK LIKE FASHION.

THAT MEANS YOU HAVE TOMOVE
FAST, TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR
YOUROWNSTARDOM AS0NE6ALLERY OWNER TOO ME, YOU HAVE
TOPUU. YOURSELFUPBY YOUR
OWNREEBOKS \

i

LAST YEAR'S HOT
BY
SHOE. MICHAEL,
YOUR
MAYBE YOU COULD
WHAT? JUST LISTEN TONIGHT, OKAY'

I

Tfn

\M
J

—^-

IMP

**

&}

THANKS.SAL.
PEOPLE REALLYSEEMTOBE
RESPONPING
TO THEM.

a MUST HAVE
TAKEN YOU FOREVERTOINSTALL
THESE IN THE
^JVSETS,
\MISS.

NO, NO, NOTAT
ALL! I THREW
THEWHOLESHOW
TOGETHER IN A
WEEK!

I BLEU IT I
MADE A TOTAL
FO0L0UTOF
MY5eLfl

N0W,J.J.,Y0U
CAN'T LET THE
CRITICS GET
10 YOU..

^Pi Ti

J

'i^M
K >r~n<5K«/«"~~-

TXl ^Kn^^mk
Doonesbury week of Feb 17th
THE MOTOROLA
URINALS ARE
RADICAL, MAN.
TOTALLY OUT
OF HAND'

7

l

^^^t>

''u^S^S^-

rf» &.

THESOAP
DISPENSER
100P0UTICA

WHICH ONE IS
"MRS.RAMBO
TOTALS THE
CAR"'

I THINK THE DAY-GLO HAND
DRIERS WORKED OUT THE BEST,
THOUGH. THE OWNER HERE OVERHEARD AN ART DEALER SAY
THEY WERE INTERESTINGI

IT'S NOT FAIR! THE PUBLIC
SHOULD BE ALLOWED TODECJDE FOR ITSELF1 WHO CARES
WHAT A BUNCH OF EMBITTERED
~\0LD MEN THINK',

I JUST HOPE THE CRITICS
ARE READY FOR MY STUFF.
MOST OF THEM ARE STILL
STUCK IN I9B4, AND THEY..

BESIDES, IF THEY TRASH
YOU, PEOPLE ONLY WONDER
^j^
WHATALLTHEEXCITEMENTS
r '
ABOUT'ARTTOmYBYPASSES /
—NWf ARBITERS, RIGHT'

Doonesbury week of Feb 24th
YOt/ANPJ.J HAVE
REALLY CARVED OUT
AN AWESOME NEW
^LIFESTYLE FOR
YOURSELVES,

SO YOU HAVE FAMILY IN
NBDI YORK. THAT'S GOOD.
THAT COULD BE HELPFUL
NOW. WHY PIP YOU FLEE
TOAMERICA?

MY SPANISH IS A
LITTLE RUSTY SO
SENORJESUSGARZA
IS HELPING ME OUT
MW* -^

ANPAFTERYOUGEI CM-RI
SETTLED IN, I'D! IKE
gg/NG
TO SPEAK WIIHEACH
loge
FAMILY ABOUT YOUR. mtRI>0
IMMI6RA- WED)
I VON
J .
> - --j SW&5

(TRANSLA
mN /5

COURTESY
OFYOURS
TRULY'

DESPITEOURHYfOCRIT
ICAI STATE DEPARTMENT (HF
lIHINKYOUUFINPmC PREPICTS
AMERICAN PEOPLE THEM- OPEN
SELVES WIU. WELCOME
ARMS.
~~IY0UWAR/H PIC)

4,

FIRST, A LITTLE HIS
TORY » THIS HOUSE,
WITH WHICH I HAVE
BEENASSOCIAIEP
FOR IS YEARS.

(CASA
MAIDEN

COMES
MITHA
fmY)

CON1RARY10 WHAT lft6Amm
YOU WAY HA\E CON
YCURIMFRES
CLUPIPFROM WAkll stONSgA-iD
INGEXPORTED US
0NAMER1
TELEVISION SHOWS
CAN TV )

IN THE
BEGINNING,
THERE WERE
HIPPIES

(THE ORIGINAL
OWNERS USED
DRUGS)

JESUS, I TOLD
YOU YOUHAVE
TO SLEEP IN
SHIFTS' THERE
AREN1EN0UGH
_ BEDST060
^ -\AP<XIND>

BUT.SENOR'
WHO CAN FALL
ASLEEPINTHE
■ MIDDLE OF THE
DAY'

■'

FATHER'IM JAY
SCHUMACHER I
I ia JUST OVER
THE HILL

WELL'NICE
mMEET
yCVJAY'

-r~) "" A*. 'T

1&
mmm
/

SIGH: THAT'S A PROBLEM MY FUNPIN6 COMES
FROM LIBERATION TWOLOS/ANS. NICARAGUA IS

TO ESCAPE
YOU MEAN. EL
POLITICAL
SALVADOR. TO
REPRESSION ESCAPE REPRESINNICARSIONINELSALAGUA.
VADOR.^,^.

NO.
NICARA6UA

THEREDBE ^/ygy
LOTS OF
APPua>
BEDS IN
AMERICA

, ■
THEY ACCUSED
MM ME OF COMING
SENOR' NOW.
T0THISCOUNI
JESUS' TRY JUST TO
GET RICH1

X

I JUST WANTED TO TELL YOU HOW
RELIEVEPTAM YOUVEM0VEPIN
YOU MAY NOT BELIEVE IT. BUT FOR
YEARS, THIS PLACE HAS BEEN NOTHING BUT A FLOPHOUSE fOR, '
LOUPPE
VIAHB1

I CANT
SLEEP
WITHOUT
GUNFIRE
^-^

mm*

IT'SCRAZYi
TURN
HOW DIP
ON THE JUU0I6LETV.
SIASEVER.
I
GETAGREEN

,s.

CARD-

I TAKE
NO. I'M RUNNING A
SANCTUARY FOR AS
IT YOU
LATIN AMERICAN
UVEBY
YOURSELF, POLITICAL RE„
FATHER'
FUGEES if

J)
LTV

:Mffl;[tlfl,

i

A \\}-iSB^^Z>
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ADNESS!!'Doonesburv
Doonesbury week of March 10th
MR. EX-PRESIPtNT-FORms SHOCKED BY HOW
• QUICKLY XXIX REGIME
SEEMEDTO COLLAPSE..

\

!
I

JUST LAST JULY, me
HAP A DEMOCRATIC
REFERENDUM ON MY
. RUE. THE IC!E FOR
Me MS 4.500,000
TOZ. "<.

UFE, ALMOST EVERYONE

THE INTERVIEWS
ON? FANTASTIC l

a

'- **

fc^^-^L
MR PUVAUER, DO YOU
THINK YOUR WIFE'S UTIMEPEXTRAVAGANCES
i CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR
• FINAL POWNFALL?

LOOK AT THOSE FACIS. ARROGANT TO THE END' WOULDN'T
YOU LOVE TO KNOW WHAT THE

DUVALIERS SPIRITED OUT urn
I THEM THE NIGHT
THEY
FLED?i

HOW
DOYOU
MEW'

WELL, FOR INSTANCE,
HER LEAVING FOR. A
'1.7 MILLION SHOPPING
SPREeIN PARIS WHILE
HAITI HIAS IN THE MIDST
£ OF A SEVERE
ECONOMIC
CRISIS

\ \
..AND RICK'S ALREADY
LEFT TO VISIT HIM IN
EXILE, IT'S ONE OF THE
FEW INTERVIEWS PWALIER'S EVER.

n

WOULD new sane
ABSOLUTELY FASCJHATIK
INSIGHTS INTO THE GENESISOFEVIL!

..AND THEN THE
„_,.,...
OTHERKIDSSWRT- 5°™%*
EDCALUHGME gffi™.
"BASKBTHEAD." ^2SE
GETEVEN?

/.

AND I'M STILL
KICKING MYSELF FOR NOT
! HAVING THEM
1
ALL SHOTI

\

\ \
SO WHAT'IT'S

poesNTsomp UMJ,"
RIGHT PONT 0N
#*2Z£*e
rm

'•/

REPORT-'
EDLY.
/

iifeii s; «

N0..N0.THAT
USE THAT.
,

*I.7MILLI0N?
SHE SPENT
H7MUI0N
IN PARIS?

RECCRP
HERE.MRPUVALIER.

\

%Tmkvm
ANPIJUST

"^
Because YOU

TOLD YOU NOT

SAIDITONTHE

„.,„,,„
AMAZING.
t/HATSTHAT

,/

I

11=11^73

ITPOESNTWORK

Otyf^<&t

(p&'fi'^/a^

AFREEPRESS.
I COULD SEND
''YOU SOME
LITERATURE
/ UNIT.

1|;|| p

Doonesbury week of March 17th
tM AFRAID YOU'LL
HAVE TO EXCUSE
OF COURSE,
ME NOW. MR RED- MR. DUVALFERN. I HAVE ANOTHER ENGAGEMENT.

LEGUME'

-wKair

TAKEMR

X

REDFERN

1£M

WHO'

mm

rmrsoxAY.

mTHE
AIRPORT.

TOTROUBLE
ANYONE..

%fL%£%M'
THE GENTLEMAN IN FRONT
&W

A SLAVE? 1
PONT UNDERSTAND. WHAT'S
i KEEPING YOU
■ FROM JUST
' LEAVING? \

WHAT ABOUT
HIM'IS HE
BOTHERING
YOU, BOSS?

NO.SIMPLETDN'
I WANT YOU
W DRIVE HIM
TOTHBAIRPORT'

RIGHTAIAIAY,
YOUR HEINOUSSHIP! I'M TO
ORIVETDTHE..
TO THE..WHERE?

$},
™ TAT
™' "«?* FORTH

HOW'STHAT?
r^\

I'VE BEEN
ZOMBIFIEP.
I'M HIS
SLAVE

•^ -•>_->

SOWHATS
WAT LIKE?

YOU KNOW, LEGUME,
YOULOOKVERYFAMILIAR TOME. WHAT
i PIP YOUPOBEFORE
• YOU PASSED INTO
BONPAGE?.

I'M
NOT
REALLY
SURE..

ITS NO!'A BAD LIFE. YOU DON'T
HAVE TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ANY OF YOUR ACTIONS. BUT
I MISS THE DANGER, THE APRENALINE, THE SENSE OF BEING RIGHT
OUT THERE ON THE

THE ZOMBle'S CUCUMBER IS
A VERY PISORIENTIN6 PRUG.
EVERY TIME I START TO THINK
ABOUT THE PAST, I GET ALL
CONFUSED.
AA

HOO(0!f!

NOT SO GOOD.
ITS HARP TO
GET CREDIT

WL.THANKSFOR CANTYWHELP
THE RIPE, LEGUME ME, PAL? I'D
I'M SORRY ABOUT BEG.BUTIMINi YOUR ENSLAVE- CAPABLE OF
' IHENT. \^-~
PASSION.

.EDGE. SAY, WHICH
SIDE OF THE ROAD
DO THEY DRIVE
ONHERE?

ALL I CAN REALLY
REMEMBER IS JUST
BITS AND PIECES.

WELL. LIKE, I'M
ALMOST POSITIVE
I USED TO HAVE
HAIR.

UKe

IUHAT?

S

7\F^

(SB'fcudt'lujL
YOU'RE AN AMERI PONT
ICAN, AREN1YOU' HAVE ANY
WHAT ARE YOU
CHOICE. I'M
00IN6 WORKING UNDER HIS
FORPUVALIER'
CHEMICAL
CONTROL
-I.

THE BOSS FEEDS
ME THIS MUSH
CALLEDTHEZOMBIE'S CUCUMBER
IT NEUTRALIZES
FREEWILL. __

K~f^~($0>U&

I THINK ITS ONE OF HOW ABOUT
THOSE PEALS WHERE BUYING ME?
Y0UKINP0FHAVE10 I COULD
HELP YOURSELF, LE- PAY YOU
6UME V-^
BACK LATER

THANKS. BUT I
CANTREALLYUSE
A SLAVE. THAIS
WHATCOPYBOYS
AREFOR

COPY BOYS,
EH? SO
THATSTHE
COMPETITION'

MAYBE. I THINK
I'LL GO WANDER
AROUNPFOR AWHILE.
I REALLY LIKE WANDERING AROUND.

ARE YOU
GOING TO
BE OKAY?

t

<^$>i<3e&-A^~

-f>.

Doonesbury week of March 24th
PEARGOD,
'FORE HE PIED, FWYUSTA SAY.
PARLIN: HARUNGEN, TEXAS.DONT
MATTER NOWAYS TO NOBODY'"

'COURSE, THAT WAS FORE THECWNTY
PAVEPROUTE77 AND NOW MR
REAGAN SAYS HARIINGENSONLY
TWO LWS DRIVE FROM MANAGUA!

AN ABC NEWS CLOSE-UP

The
Color
Red

TEXASSOIL THERE'S NEVER BEEN
ANY SHORTAGE OF BRAVE MEN TO
DEFEND IT. LOCAL BUSINESSMAN
ROY PEWITT SPRINGS FROM SUCH
*
. f STOCK..

MY GREAT GREAT-GRANDPA FOUGHT
WITH SAM HOUSTON. HE WAS THE
FIRST TO FARM THIS SPREAP. MY
PAPPYWASTHE LAST. LOST ALL
THETOPSaLIN
THE'iOs

, .j^ff BUT IT'S STILL PART
V* OF YOU,ISNTIT,MR PEWITT?
WHAT IS IT ABOUT THIS LAND
THAT MAKES IT SO SPECIAL TO
YOUR FAMILY?

DOWN AT THE BLACK CAT CAFE, I
ASKED THE BOYS IF THEY'RE READY
TO MIX IT UP WITH THESAWHISTAS

READY? DAMNSTRAIGHTWE'RE
READY! BEEN READYEVERSINCE
THE PRESIPENT PECLAREDA NA TONAL EMERGENCY TO MEET THE
NICAMGUAN THREAT'

UHWE'RE
IN A NAVONAL
EMERGENCY?

I TOLDHIM BOUT HOW CAREFUL
WE'VE BIN HERE, EVER SINCE HE
WARNED US 'BOUT THE SEA
OF RED LAPPtN' AT
AMERICAS BORDERS.

BUT I ALSO TOLD HIM ITDIPNT
SEEM FAIR HARLINGEN IS 27
MIES FROM THE BORDER. PORT
ISABEL AND BROWNSVILLE ARE
MUCH CLOSERTO NICARAGUA'

"Dear God!"
THE COLOR REP A LOT OF FOLKS
HAVE BEEN SEEING IT LATELY,
ESPECIALLY THOSE LIVING IN A
, DUSTY LITTLE TOWN AT THE
SOUTHERN TIP
OF TEXAS

IS MANAGUA REALLY ONLY TWO
PAYS POve FROM HARUNGEN. AS
MR REAGAN CLAIMS? IS THE THREAT
i REAL? LISTEN TO WOLONGTIME
RESIDENTS

HERE IN HARUNGEN, THE SANDINISTAS ARE TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY.
WHEN PAT BUCHANAN PREDICTED
THE FIRST STRIKEUOULP COME AT SAN
DIEGO,FOLKS
HERE HOOT:
ED UP A

AS ONE OLD-TIMER PUT IT. SAN
PIE60, MY BUTT!" AND THAT'S
A PRETTY TYPICAL REACTION HERE
IN THE TOWN THATS JUST.. TWO
DAYS DRIVING TIME FROM
MANAGUA!

SHOOT, YES'HELL.!
GOT A COUSIN WHO
MADE IT TO NICARAGUA
IN A FIREBIRD IN 32
HOURS' ^-^/

YtIP ANPTH'BRIDGE
IMS OUT IN SAN
BENnO.'SPBCTNOU
A FELLAH COULD
DOIT IN 28'.

AND THAT
WAS FORE
US WAS
WIDENED,
RIGHT HAP?

OR LESS. IF
HE KNEW
THE SHORTCUT OUTA
BROUNSVIUE

ITS QUIET
PEAR LORD,
OUT THERE
LETTHEMMISS
TOO QUIET.
THE CUT-OFF
i
_ _ ATJEB'S

SHORTCUT? AINTAT
WHAT
LIBERTY NATIONAL
SHORTCUT' TO SAY
SECURITY

DEAR GOD,
TODAY I WROTE A LETTER
TO PRESIPENT REAGAN

YUP. WHERE YOU
BEEN, MAN? REAGAN
ANNOUNCED IT LAST
MAY' THIS IS DAY
334 OF THE CRISIS!

^v~^v
PEAR

60V
■.

=HEH

THINK WE
SHOULD
WARN THEM.
SIR?

\

ssf

■ -»\jrir

—«* Alr"-~

§

JK
z
.^S^L

mMr^»jf^r'
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Arts & Entertainment
A Maximum Night of Entertainment
by Robert Amoroso

Max Weinberg, the drummer for rock's
premier personality, spoke last Saturday
night in the Oak Room. This event included a special feature in that Shut Up and
Drive, the Kingpins of Fairfield University's lot of bands, played with Weinberg.
Shut Up and Drive then proceeded to segue
into their own high-powered set. The combined attributes of lecture and music proved
to be enlightening, even to the most casual
of observers.
The evening's festivities opened with a
video showing Weinberg in the early years
of the E Street Band. When the video came
to a close, the lights rapidly flashed on and
Weinberg went into a small exhibition of
his drumming skills. From here, Weinberg
spoke to the audience for about ninety
minutes.
The content of his lecture was wellorganized, dramatic, and often funny.
Weinberg first went into his early life as
he shared in the mania of both Elvis and The

Beatles. Weinberg spoke of Ringo Starr
with the utmost of respect. Weinberg then
went into a chronological history of his association with Bruce Springsteen and his
band. Weinberg recalled the days of his
start with the band, which came from answering a newspaper ad. Weinberg exposed
many stories from the Born to Run sessions
to his thoughts on the Born in the U.S.A.
tour. The content of his presentation thankfully centered upon his own trials and triumphs, as opposed to the superstar he plays
with. He mixed his personal life well with
his professional life, all in good taste and
with clarity. His words maintained a level
of continual interest as his subject matter
was indeed awe inspiring.
True, Weinberg had plenty to say. The
pleasant surprise was that he expressed himself well. One must remember that he is a
drummer in a rock-and-roll band, not a
professional orator. His delivery was engaging and enthusiastic. Often, Weinberg
came across as a mortal telling tales to those
who wanted to listen. One could easily for-

Aerosmith: Back in the Saddle
by Robert Saracino

Before the lights went out Ted Nugent
was on stage basking in the applause, and
cheersofasold-out New Haven Coliseum.
He strutted on stage clad in a tan leather
jacket with fringe, nearly waist length
blonde hair, and a blue body suit. As the
cheering continued a young woman dressed
in lingerie (including garter belt) relieved
Ted of his jacket, and walked off to a
crescendo of cheers (only topped when she
brought the famous Fender blues guitar).
This is how an evening of high energy,
bluesy rock 'n' roll started. The twin bill featured Aerosmith, and Nugent (as the opening act).
Nugent's performance was uninspired,
and gave fans little of what they were looking for: high powered old tunes, and outrageous antics. He played four songs that
filled this requirement: "Stranglehold" his
opener, "Free for All," "Wang Dang Sweet
Poontang," and his all time classic, "Cat
Scratch Fever." These songs obviously
pleased all, but were too few for the set
which lasted over an hour. His stage antics
were not as outrageous as might have been
expected, but he did utilize the huge stage
well (including a platform which enclosed
his drummer). His set included some songs

off his new album Little Miss Dangerous
that were bluesy and lengthy which led to
some boredom for the crowd.
Following Nugent's encore, which included "Cat Scratch" and "Wang Dong" he
yielded the stage to a fired- up Aerosmith.
Aerosmith charged out onto the stage and
immediately gave fans what they demanded, blasting "Back in the Saddle" one of their
greatest hits. The backdrop to this opener
was a huge, grated "A" which rose from the
floor behind the band. This quintet was
"tight as a drum," losing nothing after their
reunion on Done With Mirrors, which
provided some good music including a remake of Joe Perry's "Let the Music Do the
Talking." This song, lead singer Steve Tyler
informed the crowd, was meant for Aerosmith, and they more than proved it! Joe
Perry's bluesy solo of Jimi Hendrix's "Red
House" was a little less than desired, but
it was a good showcase of Perry's talent as
well as that of Aerosmith's other guitarist,
Brad Whitford, who shined through the
HELP WANTED
Part-time counter positions available at
Timothy's Ice Cream. Flexible Hours',
Good Pay, Good Benefits. Apply in
person: Timothy's Ice Cream
. .
2974 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport

YOUR BSN IS
WORTH MORE IN
ARMY
NURSING.
First, there are the respect and dignity accorded
an Army officer. Then there's the opportunity to
travel, changing hospitals without losing seniority,
as so often happens in civilian hospitals.
And there's the opportunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,
continue your education, attending professional
conferences, working in a variety of nursing
specialties.
If you're working on your BSN or if you
already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to
our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
CALL COLLECT:

301 -677-5355/4076

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

get he could be considered a star. Weinberg was open and honest, even putting
himself up for criticism. He later showed
a video which showed him dropping a
drumstick when he tossed it in the air. He
admitted in 1980, during the recording of
The River, that he went back to receiving
drum lessons from a jazz mentor. These incidents showed how Weinberg did not come
across as taking himself too seriously. After a question and answer session, it was
time for Max to jam with the boys from Shut
Up and Drive
Shut Up and Drive earned the right of
playing with Weinberg because they
emerged victorious in the "Battle of the
Bands"competition held four weeks ago.
Shut Up and Drive, as if you didn't already

know, are made up of Ron Schmidt on vocals, Joe Leonard on rhythm guitar, Jeff
Robinson on bass, Peter (ex-Onyx) Holland
on sax, and Ken Higgins on drums. Shut
Up and Drive cleanly played "Pink Cadillac" and "I Can't Explain" with Weinberg,
much to the crowd's pleasure. Weinberg
then came out to sign copies of his book,
Tlie Big Beat, after this, he graciously left
and turned the spotlight to the band he just
sat in with.
Shut Up and Drive took the stage after
Weinberg's exit and kept the excitement
perpetual. They kicked into "Rosalita."
Peter Holland was right on key here. Joe
Leonard shined with infallibility as his guitar work on "Sultans of Swing" were cutting and clean. Bill Leonard excelled as the
backing vocalist during "Brown Sugar" as
frontman Ron Schmidt gave "The Authority
Song" much vitality. Bassist Jeff Robinson
took over vocal duties on U2's "I Will Follow." Robinson is an all-world musician
whose versatility makes him more indispensible. After a few more cuts, the band
packed its gear and rocked the townhouses
till four in the morning.
Never was three dollars spent so well.
The organizers at FUSA deserve kudos for
giving the campus a worthy speaker in Max
Weinberg and a band so qualified as Shut
Up and Drive. I'd have to say this program
was semi-compensation for no band at
Dogwoods.

night. Joey Kramer's drum solo was notable for the part he played with his hands,
and with his head; otherwise it was a basic
solo.
The band then mixed some of their classics like the spectacular "When Lightning
Strikes," which was punctuated by artificial lighting that blazed through the Coliseum. Also included in their classic set was
"Sweet Emotion," "Dream On," and "Toys
in the Attic." After the encores the physi-

cally drained band left the crowd with a final impression of overhead lights, which
descended to form an "A" in the foreground,
and Joe Perry's guitar-ringing feedback
hanging on one of the lights.
The evening was a complete trtiumph for
Aerosmith, and at least an appearance for
Ted Nugent. However, Aerosmith's energy, stage show, and presence mixed with
classic rock provided for a night of high powered entertainment.

The Mighty One came across as arvinsightful speaker

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
GRE.DAT,
Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL,
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CPA, Intro, to
Law; Speed
AND MORE.
For nearly 50 years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million students for admission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score may help change your life.

I KAPLAN
STANlf Y H. K Aft AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

"LSAT classes to prepare for 6/86 exam begin on 5/7,
5/8 and 5/17! Classes are now enrolling! Begin in New
Haven and transfer to a SHKEC near your home, freeof-charge!"
"Schedules for classes to prepare for fall, '86 exams
are available."
101 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, CT 06510
(203) 789-1169

Jazz Duo plays the Oak Room
by Joseph Draper

An elderly man clicks his shoe in time
with the bass player. A young career woman taps her right hand on her skirt as Dwike
Mitchell lets lose with a George Gershwin
medley from "Porgy and Bess" on his Piano.
And so it was in the Oak Room on Friday night. Billed a "spontaneous medley of
jazz" this year's Evenings of Music concluded on a high note with the duo of Mitchell
on Piano and the charasmatic Willie Ruff
splitting time between the Bass and the
French Horn.

ny of a Jazz duo. Initially they performed
as a warm up for the greats of the fifties
from Dizzy Gillespie and Louis Armstrong
to Duke Ellington and Count Basie. Often
the legends would stay around and give
pointers to the aspiring musicians. Obviously they picked up a thing or two along
the way.
The highlights of the evening had to be
the opening where Mitchell and Ruff on
Bass played a kaleidoscope of fifties era
bluechips and swung into some of their own
originals. They caught the crowd off guard

Dwike Mitchel (left) and Willie Ruff, the Mitchell Ruff Duo, presented as spontaneous medley
of jazz last Friday.

It was a night where the music took over.
We were no longer in the Oak Room, nor
even on this campus. Nope. Tonight it
would be a stodgy, smoke filled cabaret
where revolutionists spoke in hushed
voices. Ruffs French horn bellowed out in
reaction to Mitchell's tangents up the 88
keys.
The duo has been together since 1955 and
have played all over the world. From the
Soviet-Union to China they have been performing and teaching the world the harmo-
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for such a fast pace. The voyage was set
in motion.
The last piece was a Ruff original called
"Chou Chou" (pronounced shoo). Here the
bass became an extension of Ruffs arms.
Plucking at a frightening pace Mitchell
jumped into the accompaniment with equal
vigor and then it was over.
The revolutionists put their Burberry
jackets on and faded into the parking lot.
A slight nod of the head as if to say "we'll
continue this later".

Wonderous Stories
by Robert Amoroso

The woman's chorale will perform in Gonzaga Auditorium tomorrow night at 8
P.M... .They were born ready... It is true that Yoko Ono has cancelled some of
her American tour. . .1 think she is guilty, like many others, of taking advantage of
John's death. .. She must look into the mirror and realize she can't sing... It was Rob
Carangelo's birthday earlier this week so be nice to him. . .It looks like a Genesis
record in June and a fall tour.. .This might mean a Mike and the Mechanics tour
is not going to happen.. . Steve Vai, the guitarist in David Lee Roth's band, has been
busy lately.. . Not only has he been rehearsing with Roth, but he also had a part in
the movie Crossroads and was a guest musician on P.l.L.'s Album.. .Chris Keating.
Luck of the Roommate dance. Five dates. Who said Fairfield doesn't have their share
of studs?... Big time congrats goes out to Tom Quinn for being named Station Manager
at WVOF as well as John Zaturka for being named Program Director... WVOF looks
like they are getting better and better. . .Look for E-Street drummer and sometime
lecturer Max Weinberg to be in Brian Setzer's touring band. . . Setzer's single sounds
real good... I saw Hie Cosby Show last week and I think it's a sad testimonial that
this program is tops in the ratings game. . . Cheers is light years funnier... A belated
birthday wish goes out to daring Dave Wunsch... Listen to Dave on WVOF as he
just ignited the "Dave and Dean Show" every Thursday night from 2-4 A.M. ..Sting
isn't letting up... He has already started work on another solo LP. .expect it in early
fall... It is confirmed that there will be a Friday the 13th Part VI. .. No surprise... It
is true that Timothy Hutton and Dabra Winger are married. . . Jane Wyatt will reprise
her role as Spock's mother that she started in 1967 on the upcoming Star Trek IV.The
Voyage Home.. .Thanks to Mike Lohle for his Gang Ho review.. .And thanks to
Shireen Rustom for her Up From Eden Evaluation. . .These two people are
lifesavers.. .The next Bette Midler film will also star Shelly Long and is fitted Outrageous Fortune.. .Tempus Fugit.

The MIRROR has openings in its
business section. It is a great opportunity for All Business majors.
Inquire at the Mirror Office
in Gonzaga Ground.

Sponsored bg Special Events-/til
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Lady Stags sweep Friars to improve to 7-4
by Brian McGrath

The Fairfield University women's softball team ended the weekend at a respectable 7-4. While most of the campus was
attending happy hour at Lt. Hans Grauert
field Saturday afternoon, the Lady Stags
were taking two from the Friars of Providence College, 6-5 and 3-2, thanks to some
late inning heroics. With the Friars looking towards an easy sweep of the doubleheader, the Lady nine snatched victory from
the jaws of defeat. The Stags trailed 5-1 going into the bottom half of the last, when
freshman shortstop, Mary Ellen O'Donncll
crossed the plate to make it 5-2. The Friars
then loaded the bases, and waited for a
response from sophomore leftfielder Jen
"Egghead" Tcssier. Tessier burst the Friars bubble with a slicing drive down the
rightficld line. 3 RBI's later, Tcssier was
standing on third representing the go-ahead
run. Sophomore hurler Ellen Mary Martin
stepped up to the box next and lofted the
winning RBI sacrifice fly to left to clinch
the dramatic victory. Martin got the win,
boosting her record to 2-3.
Coach Bob Zito had tabbed junior captain Paula Legere to start the second game
of the twin bill, but she was unable to answer the call due to a thumb injury incurred
at practice. Legere, the ace of Zito's staff,
set the school record for wins last spring
on the way to an 8-3 record. Zito turned
to junior Denise Graziano to man the hill
against the vengance-minded Friars. Graziano, (3-0), responded with a five hit, no
earned run performance, to take the win.
Legere, the DH, shined at the plate, going
3 for 3 with one RBI. Fairfield tallied all
3 runs in the 6th with the score deadlocked
at 0, while the Friars notched their two in
the seventh.
Coach Zito returns with a young squad
whose experience is still superior to many
of the teams in the league. Zito graduated
only senior captain Erin O'Brien last May.
In addition, the squad has no seniors and
only 3 juniors on the roster this year. With
youth though comes inexperience, and with
inexperience, costly errors. Although their
.913 fielding average was fourth in the nation last season, once again their errors are
comin at crucial times. If the error total can
be held below Carey O'Brien's batting aver-

age (however difficult this may be) arid the
pitching staff remains strong, the Fairfield
squad has a very real shot at the MAAC
crown. A year ago, the Stags finished 3rd
behind eventual champion lona. Iona has
already fallen once to the Ladies this year,
in addition to 3 times last season. "We have
the talent to win twenty games." states Zito.
While captain Legere lists an ECAC playoff
bid as the team's ultimate goal.
The Stags' season opened with a disappointing loss to Hawks of Hartford. The
good guys led 8-2 going into the top of the
7th before giving up an incredible 8 runs
in what Zito called "the worst display of
softball i've ever seen." A bright sopt for
F.U. was sophomore Michcle "Sweetness"
Mcnzo who went 3 for 4 on the day. Menzo who owns the hot corner for the Stags,
possesses a lofty .391 batting average to
compliment a fine fielding average of .925.
Her skilled bat (she led the Stags if not the
entire planet in attempted bunts last spring)
and her blinding speed are a definite asset
to this year's Stags.
The second contest was against the
Chargers of New Haven on a rainy day in
West Haven. Again, the young squad made
costly errors, giving up 4 runs in a 6-2 loss.
Martin absorbed the loss as "shotgun"
O'Donncll went 2 for 3. At this juncture,
the Lady Stag's stood at a dismal 0-2. And
with tough foes. Central and West Conn,
on the slate, the MAAC and ECAC playoffs
the picture looked cloudy with a chance of
a heavy downpour.
The never say die (and never play Di)
Stags proved the value of private education
over public education in sweeping four
games from the two state schools. Legere
supplied the heat on the mound to burn the
Central nine 6-3, going the entire way to
collect the win. In the second game of the
marathon doubleheader, the Stags played
Messiah multiplying runs the way Jesus
multiplied bread and fish. The 8-hit, 13-run
attack included a deep double to left by
sophomore sensation Carey O'Brien.
O'Brien has stepped in to play at her sister's spot at second. She brings the Stag's
a steady glove and speed on the basepaths
(when, and if, she gets there). Adding to
the hit parade, was sophomore transfer (U
Conn) Chris ("Tin-Tin") Prespare who went
2-4 with an RBI. Prespare, a scholastic all-

Lady Stags swept double header against Central CT.

stater in Connecticut, is a "welcome addition" at 1st base for Coach Zito. Freshman,
Carol Lehanaff, who platoons with O'Brien
at second, collected two singles in the onslaught. While sophomore Dana Pellegrino
was one for one, walked four times scored
4 runs, and stole a base. If water covers two
thirds of the earth's surface, the centerfielder Pellegrino covers the rest. Providing most of the punch (on and off the field)
for the Stags offense, Dana is hitting at a
torrid .430 thus far. Pellegrino. Diane Nolan's punk-rock point guard, was an allMAAC selection last year at shortstop while
leading her squad in hitting. Dana, who has
been describea as "tough as nails" may be
the best athlete in the school, in a further
compliment to the cooly clad soph, who was
received 2nd team all-Maac accolades this
past season and Rookie of the Year honors
as a frosh for the roundballers, it is rumored
that soccer is actually her best sport.
Pellegrino provides Zito with more speed
and a stronger arm in center.
The girls continued their winning ways
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Get in on our lowest tare to Europe in years. And with it, get a lot
more than just the trip over. Because, when you fly Icelandair, you get
everything you expect from a full-service airline, with no charge for
meals or baggage. Every fare includes free wine with your in-flight
dinner and free cognac after.
Icelandair Values Continue After You Land: Free deluxe, roundtrip motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Germany,
Belgium and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or France.
Super Saver Kemwel car rentals at just $59 per week in Luxembourg.
And, if you choose, a day or two stopover in Europe's most beautifully
kept secret, Iceland.
•Super Bargain Fare, 6-30 day stay. tSuper Grouper Fare. 1-365
day stay. Valid 5/16-6/8/86, $3.00 departure tax applies. For
information & reservations, call your travel agent or
Icelandair at 1/800-223-5500.
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with Fairfield University
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with a sweep of West Conn at Danbury. In
the first game, and eight inning contest.
Legers's roundtripper to left-center provided the difference. Last year's all-Maac
catcher, sophomore Beth "Eddie'Tcrguson
was 2-3 with a stolen base and an RBI.
In the nightcap, Legere tossed a 4 hitter,
while fanning 3 for a 3-2 win. Legere
helped herself with a 3 for 3 shoing at the
plate. Michele Menzo's pinch hit double
knocked in the tying and winning runs for
Fairfield.
Next, the Lady Stags visited the Iona
Gaels and increased their winning streak to
5 with a 4-3 MAAC Conference win.
Denise Graziano picked up her second win
as Menzo went 2 for 3.
On Friday. Adelphi University, a nationally ranked squad, proved to be too much
of a Goliath to Fairfield's David on an awful day at Barlow field. Masterful pitching
and the rainy weather spelled defeat for the
Stags. Fairfield did however look much better than the Amazons of Adelphi easily winning the beauty contest in between games.

MIDASZ^StOUCH

SPEND THE SUMMER AND/OR 1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR IN SUNNY SPAIN.
Quality Instruction at Economy Prices: Business Administration, Hispanic
Studies, Arts & Sciences. GRADUATE COURSES IN HISPANIC STUDIES
offered in July. Outstanding Summer School. Contact: Admissions, St. Louis
University, 221 North Grand Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63103. Toll-free telephone:
1-800-325-6666.

ICEUmm TO EUROPE.
EVERYTHW
IM MIA BARGAIN
ISEBEE.
To Luxembourg: Roundtrip Fare

[Photo by Joe Draper]

For Graduation.
His or her initials in 14k gold to be
worn smartly on the collar or lapel.
Also can be worn on the pocket, tie,
or chain as a pendant.

Engraver's World
1555 Post Road
Fairfield
255-4432

"EAR PIERCING
DAILY"
Chains

14K Gold
Charms

Bracelets

Rings
Earrings

Visa, MC
1547 Post Rd.
Amex
259-4895
No other sale prices apply
"Graduation & Mothers Day
Layaways"

Get the look that's
right for you and SAVE.

Command
Performance
We've got the style for you.

COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE
$2.00 OFF SHAMPOO, CUT & BLOWSTYLE
WITH FAIRFIELD U. I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719
2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)
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Ruggers
Drop Three
to
Crusaders

Study
Break.

by Matt Kolar
Hello, hello, hello! Welcome to another
season of Walt Kollar's F.U.R.F.C. Mania. This highly mature club went into
Saturday's games vs. Holy Cross and the
FAT OLD BOYS (alumni) with a tie against
Columbia's first side and a win against their
2nd side, and there were also 2 midweek
successes at the bitter Maritime Academy
(a real bunch of nice guys).
Saturday started with our B side facing
off against Holy Cross' B's. The first half
could be described as blahhh... (as well as
scoreless). The more exciting second half
started with a Beetle Bailey (almost scored
but didn't) breakaway which was spoiled by
his omniclumsy housemate - Scott McCourt
(the guy woth the beard, in case you would
like to verbally attack the vermin). Craig
Balogue deserves mention for a skillfully
played game (unlike Scott) which included
an almost gamesaving tackle against a large,
gorky, purple mass. Unfortunately, Holy
Cross had 2 chances for 3 point kicks and
were lucky with both leaving the final score
a close 6-5. Outstanding games by Cool
Hank, Hobbit II (O.B.) and Brian (the
Animal Fletcher) Tobin.
Next on Matt Kollar's hit list was the notso-sober alumni who had a chance to leave
their dreary family lives at home. They
travelled many hours only to be further bewildered by a coy Tim Downy who ran circles around them all afternoon and night
(ain't that right Wolfy?).
Finally, the ambitious A's got a chance
to do up Holy Cross. The game was significantly dominated by the F.U. flat-footed
fullback - Matt Kollar (he has no hair on
his face - not to detract from his masculinity???). Matt tallied up 6 points with his
eagle-eye precision -foot, and had 3 trysaving tackles - unfortunately the last of
which put him out of the game with 20 minutes to play. This brought out the nervous
and inexperienced - Scott McCourt once
again. Holy Cross capitalized on this weak
spot in Fairfield's defense and in the remain-

Domino's Pizza
Delivers® Free.
■ Guaranteed FREE DELIVERY
within 30 minutes or less, or
$3.00 off your order.
■ Pizza kept hot all the way to
your door by delivery cars
equipped with specially designed
insulated bags.
■ Crush-proof box.
■ America's pizza delivery
experts with over 3000 stores
nationwide.
Positions now available for
delivery and management
personnel.

Call us.
255-8823
1580 Post Rd.
Fairfield

Store hours
4:30 PM-2 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4:30 PM-3 AM Fri. & Sat.
Qur drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Double
delicious

Snack
special

For only $9.99 get two
small cheese pizzas.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 4/16/86

Save $1.30. Get two free
servings of Coke® with any
small one-item pizza when
purchased between 9 PM
and closing.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 4/16/86

Fast, Free Delivery1*
255-8823
1580 Post Ftd.

Fast, Free Delivery™
255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

Continued on page 12

400-027T2

(cj 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

—HELP WANTED—
Landscaping—$7/hr
Call Stan after 6
259-6951 or 259-1839

WHY KEG BEEB TASTES BETTER THAN COOKED BEER.
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely agree:
draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered
nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.
instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight
Ever since the days of Frederic Miller's original Plank from the keg.
Road Brewery, keg Deer has always been fresher. That's
Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.
becaiise it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled
and canned beers.
. ~m
Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh
Original Draught ™
C1985 Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, WI

PLANK ROAD
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Fairfield Baseball been berry berry bad
McGovern mania replaces stagmania as Red and White Nine Struggle
by Paul Fabbri

With my apologies to Chico Esquela the
former second baseman for the New York
Mets, here's a story about a baseball team
having a tough time putting things together.
When the bats are moving, the pitchers have
a tough time keeping the score in single
digits and for those rare times when the
pitchers are on, the Stag bats become limp.
Then there are those times when the 4-11
Stags are in need of both bats and arms and
then it gets ugly.
The Stags began their season with a very
tough southern swing. During Spring Break
the Stags played five games with a pair of
Carolina schools and came back with only
tans. However it was to be expected. Both
East Carolina and NC State had already
played between 10 and 15 games before
- Fairfield came to visit. And in the first gamej
it showed as ECU destroyed Fairfield 20-3.!
Sophomore Jose Perez was the loser going
just 3 2/3 innings in a game which featured
four Fairfield pitchers giving up 10 walks.
Joe Mancini has a home-run in the loss.
Then the Stags lost a pair to NC State,i
11-1 and 11-7. Rich Clemens took the loss'
in the opener as Joe Charno's blast prevented the Stags from being blanked. In the second contest the Stag offense showed a
heartbeat. Charno, who has the body of a
Michelangelo statue, led the way with a 2-3,
2 RBI performance including his second
HR of the trip, while George Manning added a round tripper, and Mancini went 3-4.
Brian Tousignant absorbed the loss. In addition to these two games, the Stags lost the
bus radio and several Walkmans when
Chris Washburn, in between tournament
games, broke into the Stags means of transportation at the Wolfpack campus.
Wednesday, the Stags were actually in
a game. Thanks to a strong pitching performance by Greg Bozzi, the Stags were
only beaten 4-3 by ECU. John Martin was
4-5 at the plate with a homer while Mancini had a pair of RBI's and a bleacher reacher
to continue his hot hitting. In the southern
finale, Ken "The Sweetest Taboo"
McGovern and Charno each had solo shots
as ECU defeated the Stags for a third time
10-3.
In the home opener against Pace, the Stag
offense became fruitful and multiplied. An
eight run third proved to be the difference
in the 12-9 victory. John Martin belted a

the third game 7-2. Perez was stellar on the
hill K'ing six and allowing only six hits.
Tom Reardon and Emil Martinez had 2
RBI's each, while Martin (3 hits) and Mancini (2 hits, 3 runs scored) also made their
presence felt offensively. "But what about
game one?"you ask. Well, sit down and
grab a beer for this one. In what Iona coach
Phil Trombino called the "divine justice
game", Fairfield won, then lost the same
game within a 72-hour span.
With Iona trailing 12-9 in the final frame
first baseman Mark Davis hit what appeared
to be a game tying three-run homer off Stag
Lefty Greg Bozzi. The homer, one of two
Bozzi offerings during the week that seemingly left the stratosphere, travelled 550
feet, causing one onlooker to say, "That's,
the longest ball (base or golf) I've ever seen
hit in my lifetime." As Davis rounded third,
some of his teammates touched him, and!
after coach Slosar adeptly noticed, was
called out, giving Fairfield a seeming victory. Trombino protested the ruling to the
MAAC conference and it was subsequently upheld. When the game was resumed at
Fairfield, Marc Boshnack of Iona hit a Bozzi delivery somewhere near Julie Hall giving Iona a 13-12, 10 inning victory. The
Stags then lost to Hartford and Columbia
at home before travelling to Boston. Thursday, the Stags were engaged in a true pitchers battle. After the smoke had cleared and
the new carton of baseballs had been
opened, Fairfield appeared on the wrong
end of an 18-10 shootout with Northeastern.
The Huskies hit 3 HRs against Stag pitching including the second of Bozzi's moonshots. The ball cleared the fence, a small
hill, hit a fire truck passing by and killed
the dalmatian sitting on top. Bozzi is now
being held in question in last January's space
shuttle disaster. Stag pitching yielded 19
hits but was also victimized by 5 errors. For
Fairfield, Ken McGovern led the way with
a 2-run homer as 7 Stags had RBIs. When
asked about his performance thus far, the
Golden Boy said,'Tm a perfect example of
what pure God-given talent and unshakable desire can do. I thirst for perfection and
often attain it. Whether its combing my
hair, wearing my pants tight or playing
baseball, I enjoy being the best."

pitcher Orest Sirnj, a member of the Maac
All-Name Team Fairfield had 20 hits in a
24-5 victory. Knight, who went 3-3 was
joined by Tom Reardon (4-5, 2 RBIs) and
Chris McKenna (4-5 3 RBIs) while Greg
DeRosa (3RBIs) had a home run. Jose Perez raised his record to 2-3 with the victory. Featured in this game was a scene from
the new movie "The Bad News Bears come
to Fairfield" when on a Joe Mancini Texas
leaguer, the St. Pete's shortstop and leftfield collided. The shortstop had to leave the
game with a broken thumb, when his digit
jammed into the protective cup of the leftfielder. The leftfielder in turn received
some minor damage to his reproductive
organs.
In the nightcap, Fairfield scored three
early touchdowns before the two teams, exchanged field goals. In the 27-3 victory, the

Stags had a school record 14 run third inning. Mancini's (2-3,5RBI) 3-run home run
was the big blow in the inning, while
McKenna matched that RBI total with grand
slam in the fourth. John Martin had a trio
of hits. Brian Tousignant was the benefactor of barrage fi winning his first game. The
game ended marcifully after 4 1/2 innings,
when the Pace coach crawled out of the
dugout on his hands and knees, grabbing
Coach John Slosar's leg screaming "Don't
make us play any more. How many more
must die?"
Commented second year Coach Slosar,
"The hard part of the schedule is behind us.
The pitching is beginning to come along and
we've proved we can hit the ball. Hopefully, we can turn things around in the second
half." And with five games this week,
there's no better time than the present.

Last weekend the Stags played a little
league team disguised as the Peacocks of
St. Peters. Before the doubleheader (which

Ken McGovern awaits Greg be Rosa who has a visit from Dr. Longball vs. St. Peters last
weekend.
[Photo by Cheryl Bassett]

Ruggers lose three
Continued from page 11

Welcome to the majors, Mr Hobbs! Kenny

*

two out grand slam to give the Stags a comfortable lead in the big innings. In the sixth,
with Pace making a run, Kenny McGovern,
the stag centerfielder and only member of
the team to wear a form fitting uniform,
mashed a base-clearing, bleacher reacher
of his own to erase any doubts.
After a 10-1 drubbing at the hands of
Yale, the Stags opened up MAAC play with,
a 3 game stand with Iona. Fairfield lost the
.second game against Iona 15-3, and won
Viir
16-1

■ >

ing time scored their total of 21 points. Final score was H.C. 21, F.U. 6. P.S. Rest
McGovern ancT bisTrusty bat, Wonderboy.
up Matt buddy; we need you next week.
[Photo by Cheryl Bassett]
By sundown, F.U. had just begun hoststarted at noon) ended around 6 o'clock, the ing its series of C-side games. Fairfield's
Stags had scored an amazing 51 runs. Yes, psycho-C's, when let out of their cages,
that's right. Don't adjust your dial. 51 runs. were unleashed violently upon the alumni
Rarely does a team score 51 runs in a who by now were recovering for their 3rd
month, much less two games. Rarely does hangover of the day. They then went on to
a very good football team score 51 points batter the weaker and more inexperienced
in two games. Tonypeorge can't score 51 Holy Cross A side. Thanks for hanging
in two games. And on a good night even tough C's. And also honorable play by Bob
Saddleburger and Marty (the naked) FeldTim OToole can't score 51 times.
In the opener Chuck Knight tied a school man whose ingenious attempts to fool the*
record with seven RBIs. Against losing opposition by repeatedly picking up the ball

prematurely on every penalty play were
foiled and resulted with Marty running
away in a feverish frenzy. Maybe we'll be
able to fool them next week Marty.
We of the F.U.R.F.C. would like to
thank our many loyal fans for attending the
gala occasion, even though you probably
had no idea there was a Rugby game going
on that day. We also would like to apologize for the scene those unmentionable heated vermin made when trying to reduce to
referee to his naked essentials. Thank God
someone still owns a set of morals.
See you this Saturday at 12:00 (or so)
when F.U. hosts its4th annual tournament
against Marist, Iona, and U.C.L.A.

